
 

V Nives Turns To Fellow Enthusiasts For Support, Launches on Kickstarter 
 

 — Mike Vellekamp, founder of V Nives, possesses 25 years of experience 
and has a large range of designs available from knife manufacturers you already know (5.11 Tactical, First 
Tactical, Blade-Tech, and more). He is proud to launch his new line of “cutting-edge” knives, called V Nives, 
on the community-driven platform Kickstarter for the knife enthusiasts that are looking to be a part of 
something different happening in the knife world. Currently, anyone can back V Nives on Kickstarter at 
http://kck.st/2sLE1QN. 
 

 

 
 

V Nives are revolutionary designer quality knives that provide an amazing knife experience, and are 
always manufactured for the utmost indoor and outdoor utility. The wide range of knife types enable V 
Nives to excel at a range of uses from EDC to skinning on the field. 
  
V Nives are crafted with a variety of steel metals from D2 to S35VN to create the best knife for the job. 
Some key blade features include sleek, industrial strength PVD coatings that come in multiple colors 

http://kck.st/2sLE1QN


and finishes and different grinds for a truly functional performance. Designs range in size from the 
2.25” Stout to the hefty 6” Frontier Survivor. Folders such as the Atmosphere feature the latest self-
lubricating ball bearing technology, maintaining smoothness and creating an opening effect that rivals 
those of spring assisted knives. 
 
V Nives feature ergonomic, lightweight handles that are comfortable in the user's hand. Unique 
designs, some of which include interchangeable handle pieces and stunning cut out designs, as well as 
traditional handle types, create a super strong grip that make it easier than ever to get the most out of 
your knife. 

 

The V Nives brand creates an environment that bridges the gap between the artist and knife enthusiast 
to deliver a more authentic overall experience. The Nives bring distinct edge designs to the world from 
both masterful and upcoming designers that are otherwise not as readily available in a corporate setting. 
Each knife is crafted with individual designs and metal compositions to satisfy both those that find the 
aesthetics of their knives and the utility of their knives to be important.  
 

“V Nives is important to me because it is something truly different from everything else that I’ve done in 
my 25 years of being a knifemaker,” said Mike Vellekamp, V Nives Founder. 
 
All V Nives are made from beginning to end with a conscientiousness of the consumer at the forefront of 
production. The design, build and materials have all been chosen by a man that is just as much a part of 
the knife community as those that are looking to buy his product. Supporters on Kickstarter will be the 
first and only people to receive exclusively labeled Nives as tokens of their involvement of making such a 
great mark in the knife industry possible. 
 
The three primary designs from V Nives are available for $50 (MSRP $126), $150 (MSRP $273), and $200 
(MSRP $378) exclusively on Kickstarter, with worldwide shipping to backers starting in November. 14 
other Nives, including future designs, will retail in the range of $30 - $400 and be available online at 
vnives.com and in stores worldwide. 
 

V Nives creates Nives designed to blend seamlessly into daily life. V Nives is based in Puyallup, 
Washington and launched on Kickstarter in 2017. Visit vnives.com for more details.   
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